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Abstract
Although used in many domains, the evaluation of personas
nas is ddiff
difficult due to the
cchallenge, we propose the
lack of validated measurement instruments. To tacklee this challe
ment for evaluating
eva
Persona Perception Scale (PPS), a survey instrument
how individuals
eviewin
ng rrelevant literature from social
perceive personas. We develop the scale by reviewing
omp
puter Interaction to find relevant
psychology, persona studies, and Human-Computer
sona pperceptions. Following initial pilot
constructs and items for measuring persona
atory vali
ation of the scale with 412 respondents and
testing, we conduct an exploratory
validation
tems of
o the scale perform satisfactorily for deployment.
find that the constructs and items
ation for bo
The research has implications
both academic researchers and persona developers.
chers an
nd designers can evaluate how different persona designs
Using the PPS, researchers
and
percepti
tions of personas, for example persona users’ (e.g., designers,
affect individual perceptions
twa developers)
de
marketers, software
perceived credibility of the persona and their
ss to use it.
it Because persona perceptions are associated with persona
willingness
ce ance and
and adoption, using a perceptual measurement instrument can improve
acceptance
nces of persona adoption and use in real organizations.
the chan
chances
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1 Introduction
Cooper [31] introduced personas in software development as a user-oriented technique for
analyzing and communicating the goals and needs of different user types. Thus, a persona
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is defined as a fictitious person representing a user type [40]. Personas summarize core
users or customers of an organization or a software system [27] and “help individuals
realize how the users/customers are different from themselves” [104] (p. 1667).
In addition to software development, personas have been widely used in other
contexts, such as design [37], online marketing [119], software security [11], and health
informatics [76]. Personas have been used for a variety of professional tasks, e.g., to
analyze users of websites, mobile applications, gamers, users of public health services, and
target groups of advertising campaigns [39,95,114,119]. For exam
example,
xampl Cooper [31]
discusses the use of personas in determining the design of an inflig
iinflight video system.
Dharwada et. al. [37] demonstrate the use of personas
onass in tthe
h development of an audit
management system. Personas are also applied by corp
corporate decision makers to craft
customer-oriented strategies [66]. In these
activities, the use of personas can increase the
ese activit
profitability and productivity of ann organization
[45]. From surveys of commercial and
orga
other organizations, the use of pperso
personas is well-established and integrated into the design
process of many products
[102].
cts [10
2].
Personas aree ty
typically
ypicall created using qualitative data collection techniques (e.g.,
interviews,, ethnographies)
and presented as a persona profile consisting of one or two
hnogrraph
pages of images
ges and text about the fictitious person. Figure 1 illustrates a typical persona
profile. To encourage users to relate to personas as a ‘real’ person, persona profiles
typically provide information about the personas’ motivations, frustrations, and
motivations, along with demographics and domain-specific information, such as brand
preferences (see Figure 1).
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a pr
Figure 1: Example of a typical per
persona
profile [69], although the layout and content can
somewhat vary.

2 Related literature and conc
concepts
2.1 Persona evaluation
evalua
ation
There are many benefits of persona use, including heightened user immersion [93],
communication about customers among decision-makers, and use of personas as mental
models to constantly keep customers in mind [6,7,100,104]. Despite these benefits,
researchers have reported various challenges in the adoption and usage of personas,
particularly those created through qualitative methods. One of the most common concerns
is that the true accuracy of personas is difficult to verify, as there are no metrics researchers
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commonly agree upon [118]. Accuracy in the persona context is defined such that a more
accurate persona better corresponds to the underlying average traits of the user segment that
is describing. Conversely, a less accurate persona deviates more from these traits.
Another major concern is that the created personas can be biased by a number of
factors, including (a) persona creators’ willingness to push for a private agenda (e.g.,
developing personas that they think should be the core users, rather than accurately
describing those that are [116,142]), (b) the creators’ implicit prejudices or personal biases
[57,85], and/or (c) unreliable responses given by the interviewed
users—for example, the
wed
ed us
social desirability bias [43].
Following these concerns, evaluation of personas
erson
nas is a major issue facing researchers
and creators in the field. Researchers in the persona
domain have repeatedly discovered that
ona dom
personas need justification from their end
mainly for their accuracy and usefulness in
nd uusers,
sers, m
real organizations and for actual usage sscenarios [29,46,87]. However, there are not
validated survey instruments that
how personas are perceived by end users (e.g.,
thaat measure
m
designers, marketers, software
developers, etc.). In contrast, previous studies typically
oftwaree de
evaluate personas via cas
case st
studies [37,42,65], ethnography [46], usability standards [79], or
statistical ggoodness-of-fit
odness of evaluation [5,6,145]. For example, Friess [46] investigated the
adoption of per
personas among designers by counting how often personas were referred to in
discussions. Long [79] measured the effectiveness of using personas by employing
usability heuristics. Nielsen et al. [103] analyzed the match between journalists’ beliefs
about their audience characteristics and the personas aggregated from the user statistics of
the same organization. Using topic modelling and quantitative persona generation, An et al.
[5] predicted how personas are likely to differ by their preferences of new online content.
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Table 1 displays some of the techniques applied to evaluate personas in previous
literature. Note that the list is not exhaustive – nonetheless, we can conclude that qualitative
case studies and use of statistical metrics (e.g., distance of clusters [21]) constitute the most
typical methods of persona evaluation.
Table 1. Examples of persona evaluation techniques.
Technique

Explanation

Case studies

Conducting qualitative case studies (interviews, ethnography)
within organizations to record the use, usefulness,, and impact
of personas on end users’ decision making.
Employing technical metrics, such as distance,
e, goo
goodness-ofodne
fit, or accuracy to determine the statisticall valid
validity of a
persona.
Using usability standards or heuristics
ics to eval
evaluate persona
designs.
Investigation of information shown
own in persona profiles and
eed
ds.
how it serves decision makers’ needs.
Analyzing how well predictions
ctions m
made with
i personas hold.
Analyzing how stablee ppersonas
ersonas remain over time. Rapidly
nas wo
uld ppotentially indicate methodological
changing personas
would
problems.
Measuring
g eend users
users’ perception of personas as latent
constructs

Quantitative analysis

Usability
Information content
Prediction
Stability analysis

Survey

Reference
[46,65,116,117]

[5,6,124,21]
[79]
[102]
[6]
[5]
[125]

stin
ng persona
pers
While the existing
evaluation techniques are interesting and useful, it is also
oach the problem of persona evaluation from another angle, specifically
possible to approach
that of survey-based
rvey
y-based measurement, as commonly applied in social sciences including
psychology,
[63,134] and user engagement [106]. In previous literature, apart
y marketing
ma
from the pilot study of Salminen et al. [125], there has been no systematic effort to develop
a measurement scale for individuals’ persona perception.
In Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), perceptual measurement has been deployed,
e.g., in the context of virtual agents [56], robots [137], and chatbots [12]. Overall, users’
perceptions toward a system have been shown to impact their willingness to adopt that
5(62)

system [35]. To examine such perceptions, survey-based data collection and associated
techniques for latent factor analysis, such as structural equation modeling, are highly
appropriate [13]. Consequently, we propose that survey-based methods provide a feasible
alternative for understanding how end users perceive personas.
This approach seems intuitively compatible with personas, as researchers have
reported several key perceptions relating to the creation, adoption, and use of personas,
including, credibility [116], accuracy [29], trust [16], immersion [87], and perceived
usefulness [28]. Also, prior research has established that persona
perceptions vary
sona
na per
individually [57,84,126]. It is, therefore, appropriate to approa
approach
evaluation with a
oach persona
p
survey-based approach, as survey research constitutes
utess one of the established methodologies
of accounting for preference variation among individuals.
div
vidua
In particular, our research purpose
a measurement scale that captures
p se iss to develop
de
the most relevant persona-relatedd perceptions
of persona users. We achieve this by
perce
reviewing the literature and sele
selecting
ectin relevant constructs and formulating items to measure
them. We identify commonly
perceptions associated with personas. After
monly occurring
occ
identifying the key perceptions
peerceptio from persona literature, we retrieve analogous constructs
from social psychology
sychollogy to formulate robust measurement items for the chosen constructs.
This research
builds on the exploratory work by Salminen et al. [125] that presented
res
preliminary results on the Persona Perception Scale (PPS) through a pilot study with 19
respondents. In this research, we expand that earlier study by using a sample of 412
respondents, giving clearer insights in a more rigorous empirical setting as well as adhering
to repeated testing, as recommended for scale development [36]. Overall, our aim with the
PPS scale development is to create a survey instrument that is (a) grounded in prior
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research, (b) tested for construct and content validity, and (c) can be easily deployed by
persona researchers and creators.
In the following section, we provide a definition for the concept of persona
perception. After this, we explain our methodology for literature collection and analysis and
provide a detailed rationale for the selection of each construct. After this, we summarize the
results of the pilot study with 19 participants. We then conduct repeated testing by
administering the survey to 412 respondents to conduct an initial validation of the scale.
We conclude by reporting our findings, discussing their implications
icat
ations for persona research
and practice, and outlining practical examples on how practitioners
ractiti
tioner can deploy the
developed PPS instrument.
Regarding terminology, the reader shouldd note
note tthat “persona end user” and “persona
user” refer to the group of people; namely,
ly, those using personas to make decisions in their
work. In contrast, personas are created
eated bby inferring information from “users” of an
organization (e.g., users of software
oftw
ware system, customers using a product). Decision makers
“use” personas by reviewing
persona profiles in order to understand relevant aspects of the
wing ppers
“users” that the persona
typifies.
The actual use of personas varies by the task at hand, as
sonna ty
pi
different pprofessional
fessionnal ttasks require the decision makers to pay attention to different aspects
of the persona.
na.

2.2 From person perception to persona perception
The concept of person perception from social psychology research guides our thinking
about persona perception. Person perception can be defined as “a general tendency to form
impressions of other people” [113]; in other words, attaching particular beliefs to another
person. The beliefs that individuals attribute to others can relate to looks, demographics,
7(62)

behaviors, dispositions, and so on [3]. Person perception can also be seen as the process
resulting a set of belief or attitudes about others [135] by attribution of characteristics [68].
The concept of person perception has previously been proposed in the context of
personas by Marsden and Haag [84] who particularly associate it with stereotyping and
biases. We postulate, following Marsden and Haag [84], that persona perception is a
subjective experience, in which personas give faces to data and are perceived as real
people, not as anonymous users or customer groups [112].
Because personas are human-like representations of user
information, they are
ser
er inf
likely to be judged as people by other people [140]. According
ording
ng to Long [79], end users of
personas implicitly superimpose attributes to personas,
and
onass, an
d this process typically involves
biases and stereotyping, as noted by Marsden and
nd H
Haag [84], Hill et al. [57], and Salminen
et al. [126]. In other words, personas aree associated
associat with sense-making that arises, on the
one hand, from the information selected
lected by the persona developers and, on the other hand,
from the end users’ experiences
[103]. Preconceptions, stereotypes, and affective
ces [10
predispositions commonly
affect
nly aff
fect persona interpretation [84]. Individuals show emotional
connections to humanlike
interfaces [9], which is a key reason why humanization of
man
nlike in
systems  or,
the
case of personas, user data  takes place [7].
r, in th
he ca
Following
lowi this logic, we define persona perception as a set of key beliefs that
individuals intuitively associate with personas. In other words, common aspects of the
personas that are judged or paid attention to when processing persona profile information.
The persona perception is, therefore, mediated by individual experience – thus, there is no
“right way” to perceive personas, but the perception is phenomenologically unique and
determined by the individual end user of the persona.
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Two important notions arise from this premise. First, it is in line with the extant
persona research postulating that personas are experienced subjectively. For example,
Rönkkö et al. [117] found that two teams had conflicting views of the persona despite being
shown the same persona information. Second, the above premise denotes a departure from
the assumption that personas should be solely evaluated by measuring how correct or
accurate (in a technical sense) they are. To position our premise correctly, we highlight the
importance of many types of validation. Personas should be verified for accuracy 
meaning that they represent the users realistically and truthfully,
ully,, bein
bbeing faithful to the
underlying data. In addition, they should be evaluated perceptually,
ercepttuall to investigate how
different individuals respond to different personas.. Th
The
importance of perceptions is
he im
evident from the user study of Salminen et al. [126],
where the persona’s race and gender
126], wh
attributes affected persona users’ perceptions
p
ptions
of ccredibility, judgment, and confusion.
Note that the concepts of person
erson and persona perceptions are somewhat different
from their perceptual expectations.
For example, personas have a degree of artificiality as
ation
ns. F
fictitious representations,
ns, so be
being credible is perhaps more relevant for persona perception
than person perception.
tion
n. Such
Su conceptual differences drive our construct selection process.
Moreover,
we exclude closely matching constructs. For example, as
r, to avoid redundancy,
red
likability and
interpersonal attractiveness are similar phenomena, we only included one of
nd in
them. This is intended to improve the discriminant validity of the scale [1]. The persona
perceptions and the associated literature are explained in the following section.

3 Subscale Development
The research design follows the scale development approach of DeVellis [36], which is
similar to other approaches (see Hinkin [59] for a review) . In summary, we (1) define the
9(62)

studied concept, (2) collect relevant literature, (3) develop an initial pool of constructs and
items, (4) refine the constructs and items based on expert feedback, (5) develop the survey,
(6) perform pilot testing to detect potential issues with the items, and (7) validate the survey
instrument with a larger sample for consistency and reliability.

3.1 Literature collection and analysis
3.1.1 Search strategy
The literature review, conducted in September 2019, involved
determining
what user
ed det
term
perceptions are important in the persona context, and adopting
opting relevant items (when
available) to measure these perceptions from previous
literature in related fields. If relevant
vious llite
items were not found, they were created anew
ew to
o reflect
re lect the particular construct in the
persona context, using previous persona
sonaa research
research as a source of inspiration.
To find relevant literature, we searched
the ACM Digital Library using relevant
s
search phrases (e.g., personas
+perceptions;
personas +credibility, personas +impressions,
as +per
erce
etc.), as well as using sn
snowball
nowballl sampling to identify more sources from the read articles
dealing with userr perceptions
of personas. We focused on persona studies that were
percep
epti
publishedd in peer-reviewed
conferences such as the ‘ACM Conference on Human Factors
pe re
in Computing
Systems’ (CHI), ‘ACM User Modelling, Adaptation and Personalization’
ing S
(UMAP), and so on; as well as peer-reviewed journals such as ‘Computers in Human
Behavior’, ‘International Journal of Human Computer Studies’, ‘Human-Computer
Interaction’, and ‘International Journal of Human-Computer Interaction’.
In total, 78 persona research articles were collected and read at the first step of the
literature review. The purpose of this part of the literature analysis was to understand what
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perceptions (i.e., constructs) are conceptually important for persona perception. To
accomplish this, two of the researchers read the collected articles and recorded relevant
perceptions in a spreadsheet. This list of perceptions was later supplemented by other
perceptions discovered in the second step of the literature review, to identify other
potentially relevant constructs.
After establishing the initial list of persona perceptions, we expanded the literature
base to social psychology and HCI research by searching Google Scholar and Science
Direct for articles that (a) deploy survey-based measurement AN
AND
ND (b)
( deal with one or
more of the identified constructs. These searches yielded
d 73 resear
rresearch articles. Thus, in total,
151 research articles (78+73) were read to (a) better
what perceptions matter in
er understand
un
unde
the persona context and (b) how these perceptions
ns could be captured using items from the
wider HCI and social psychology literature.
ure

3.1.2 Selection of constructs and iitems
We used this literature base
ase to
o (a) expand the list with other, potentially relevant constructs,
and to (b) find measurement
suurement items (indicators) for the constructs that were eventually
chosen for thee PPS
scale. This was done by reading the articles and recording constructs
S scal
and measurement
in a spreadsheet.
emeent items
i
We chose the PPS constructs following the guidelines of scale development by
DeVellis [36]. First, one of the authors performed the literature review and collected a
preliminary list of possible constructs. Second, this list of candidate constructs (see Table
2) was analyzed in detail by another researcher to evaluate the relevance of the constructs
for the persona context. Possible disagreements were discussed, and the list was pruned
accordingly. This approach, akin to iterative collaborative coding [32], was applied to
11(62)

achieve a dialogue between the researchers and agreement over the relevance of the
constructs for the research problem at hand. From the literature, 18 constructs were
identified, of which eight constructs were selected for the PPS, and ten constructs rejected.
A similar approach was taken to identify items for the chosen constructs. This was
done in a collaborative manner by two of the researchers; the first one retrieving items and
the second one agreeing/disagreeing to their inclusion. Through this collaborative process,
the researchers jointly agreed on the use of the chosen items, which were then shared with
the domain experts (as explained in the following subsection).
).
Table 2. Considered and chosen constructs. ✓ indicates
es chos
chosen,
sen ✕ indicates not chosen.
Construct

Reference

Chosen Repeatedly
dly cited
cite
ted Repeatedly
ona
in persona
cited in person
ure
literature
perception
literature
[31,61,91,112]
x
✕
[34,62,80,104]
x
✓
[17,29,99]
x
✓
[17,29,87]
x
✓
[29,61,87,122,142]
142]
x
✓
[46,112,126]
x
x
✓
[92,133]
x
✕
[19,60]
0]
x
✕
[27,84,91,100]
,84,91,1 0
x
✕
[30,73]
30,7 ]
✕
[23,88]
[23,
88]
x
✕

Believability
Clarity
Completeness
Consistency
Credibility
Empathy
Familiarity
Identification
Immersion
Interestingness
Interpersonal
attraction
Likability
[97,115]
[9
✓
Relatability
[77,143]
✕
Similarity
[26,78,92]
✓
Stereotypes
[57,84,126,140]
✕
Trustworthiness [31,61,91,112]
✕
Usefulness
[70,136]
✕
WTU**
[61,104,116,117]
✓
* Not clearly operationalizable as a latent construct
** Willingness to use

Conceptual
Other
overlap with
another
construct
x (credibility)

x (similarity)
x (empathy)
x (empathy)
x (likability)
x (likability)

x
x (empathy)
x
x
x
x
x

x*
x (credibility)
x (WTU)
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3.1.3 Expert feedback
To enhance content validity [50] of the PPS, we asked four persona experts for their
feedback on the scale. These persona expertstwo currently working in academia, both
with several research publications over a lengthy period of time; two from reputable
companies using personas and with academic publishing background of personas were
identified through previous research collaboration and based on their persona-related
publication activity. The experts were provided the exact constructs
truc and items, along with
the definitions of the constructs, and asked to evaluate if theyy made
in the persona
mad
de sense
s
context. The experts were not vetted for prior experience
scale development, as we
nce in sc
wanted their opinion specifically on content validity
(i.e.,
dity (i.e
e that the constructs and items
make sense in the persona context), rather than
aspects of validity that we test using
han oth
oother as
other methods explained in Sections
4). We provided the experts with the
ns 3.3 and 4)
questionnaire items and descriptions
ip
s of the
t constructs and asked for their comments on
their relevance, appropriateness
ness in
n th
tthe persona context, as well as feedback on the wording
of the items. Based on
n tthe expert
xpe comments, we adjusted the wording on some of the items
(e.g., we tied the items of
o the Willingness to use (WTU) construct more closely to the
particularr work
work task scenario) as well as removed some items (e.g., an initial item for
empathy, “II fin
find that I am ‘in tune’ with this persona”, was removed as confusing). While
the expert suggestions resulted in changes at the item-level, the constructs remained as the
ones determined from the literature review. The following subsection provides justification
for the PPS constructs and items.
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3.1.4 PPS constructs and items
3.1.4.1 Credibility
Credibility is a key issue in persona perception, because if decision-makers do not trust the
personas, the personas is not adopted or used in real decision-making situations [142]. For
example, in a study by Matthews et al. [87], roughly a third of the participants were
negative (5 out of 14), finding the created personas abstract, impersonal, misleading, and
distracting. While close to half (6 out of 14) of the participants were
w neutral to moderately
positive about the personas [87], the study highlights personas’
challenges.
as credibility
crredi
As personas have traditionally been created using
subjective
g subj
jecti methods, such as
interviews and ethnographic work, the small sample
sizes
ple siz
izes and potential creators’ biases
associated with these methods have raised concerns
about the accuracy and reliability of
erns abo
personas [4,29,61]. The sharpest critique
tique aargues
gues personas are beyond the scope of scientific
validation altogether [29] because personas
are, by definition, imaginary people [79].
pers
While the lack of credibility
edibillity tends to arise from persona creation using relatively
few qualitative interviews
without
ws with
hou formal representativeness of the actual user base, even
when the personas are cre
created from quantitative data, issues of trust can emerge. For
example, in a user sst
study
d that tested data-driven persona profiles [126] based on large
volumes off qua
quantitative data, it was found that some participants questioned the legitimacy
of personas. This perception can occur, for example, because the personal experiences of
decision makers conflict with personas [29] so decision-makers hold on to their existing
beliefs instead of those suggested by “abstract” personas. In the PPS, we capture these
dynamics in the Credibility construct (see Table 3).
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Table 3. Credibility definition and items.
Definition

Item

Reference

Measures how credible
(realistic, authentic) the
persona appears.

The persona seems like a real person.
I have met people like this persona.
The picture of the persona looks authentic.
The persona seems to have a personality.

[109]
[140]
[126]
[14]

Item 1 for credibility (“The persona seems like a real person.”) is inspired by the
realism and authenticity constructs applied in various HCI studies. For example, Poeschl
and Doering [109] developed a VR realism scale and Neururer et al. [98] studied
perceptions of authenticity in chatbots. These studies have deployed
eploy
loyed similar items (see e.g.
[109:36]) to measure realism in their contexts. In the persona
researchers
rsonaa literature,
liter
consistently maintain that personas should appear as ‘real people’ to their users
[7,31,79,85]. Item 2 (“I have met people like thiss pperso
persona.”) is inspired by Turner and
Turner [140] who discuss the inevitability
in user perceptions of personas.
ty of stereotyping
ster
This stereotypical thinking arises partly from encounters with real individuals the user
perceives to be like the persona
ona – thus,
th persona credibility is enhanced by the ability of its
user to relate the persona
individuals
they have previously met.
na to in
ndiv
Item 3 (“The
he pictu
ppicture
re of the persona looks authentic.”) is inspired, firstly, by the
findings that pictur
pictures
res aare important for persona user perceptions in general [57,67] and,
secondly, that
at the
t authenticity of the picture plays a central role in these perceptions [124].
Item 4 (“The persona seems to have a personality.”) is inspired by Baylor and Ryu [14]
who developed an instrument to assess pedagogical agent personas – the logic is that the
persona is ‘not only a face’, but appears to be a real person with personality (original item:
“Agent has a personality.” [14:299]).
It is important to distinguish actual accuracy and perceived credibility. The latter is
a perception of how well the persona matches reality (i.e., how believable the persona
15(62)

appears [41]) and can vary from the actual accuracy of the developed persona (i.e., one that
corresponds to real user data), for example, if the end user has misconceptions of the actual
user behavior. In such a case, credibility could be high for inaccurate personas if they are
presented in a believable way or in a way that matches the persona user’s preconceptions.
Therefore, the actual accuracy of a persona is better measured objectively using hard
metrics and quantitative analysis [28], whereas the perception of credibility is a
conceptually separate construct.
3.1.4.2 Consistency
Chapman and Milham [29] highlight the consistency pr
problem
oblem arising when the personas are
pieced together from several unrelated data sources.
Bødker
ces. Bø
dk et al. [17] refer to such
patched-up personas as “Frankenstein’s monsters”,
their creators manually piece
onsters
rs” ass th
together unrelated information about
ut thee users
use ffrom multiple sources. Because persona
creation lacks strict conventions
guidelines [102], there are many different ways to
ns and
d gui
create personas. The lack off standa
standardization
and unity can therefore enhance the state of
ard
inconsistency, both in te
terms
erms of persona creation (through different designs) and persona
perceptions (through
difficulties
of users “learning” different persona designs).
ough dif
ffi
In
n the PPS, these aspects are covered by the Consistency construct (see Table 4).
Item 3 (“The
persona information seems consistent.”) addresses the general aspect of
he pe
consistency. Inconsistencies, however, often arise between different information elements
of the persona profile, which results in mismatched perceptions and confusion among the
end users. The persona picture, particularly, is expected by the users to match the
demographic information in the persona profile [57,126], which is reflected in Item 2 (“The
picture of the persona matches other information shown in the persona profile.”).
16(62)

Table 4. Consistency definition and items.
Definition

Item

Reference

Measures how consistent
the different information in
the persona profile is.

The quotes of the persona match other information
shown in the persona profile.
The picture of the persona matches other information
shown in the persona profile.
The persona information seems consistent.
The persona’s demographic information (age, gender,
country) corresponds with other information shown in
the persona profile.

[120]
[126]
[17]
[120]

In addition to manually created personas, lack of consistency can be also be a
problem for automatically created personas that combine data from
several online sources
fr
[4], especially when the data cannot be mapped with user
IDs.
er IDs
s For example, persona quotes
and other information of data-driven personas can con
conflict
nflic – if the persona is interested in
sports, but the shown quotes talk about fashion, thee persona
users find the presented
per
information inconsistent. Similarly, demographics
mographic can conflict with other information; e.g.,
a persona’s name might not matchh the ccountry and age group of the persona. These
discrepancies are discussed in
[120],
n [1
120] observed in various persona user studies
[103,121,127], and reflected
Items 1 (“The quotes of the persona match other
ected in
i Ite
information shown inn the pe
persona profile.”) and 4 (“The persona’s demographic
information (age,
gender,
country) corresponds with other information shown in the
age, gend
g
persona profile.”).
file
3.1.4.3 Completeness
Completeness refers to the persona having all the essential information for its application.
Determining the information content shown in the persona profiles (i.e., persona
information design) is a crucial step in the persona creation process [111], as it has direct
implications for the intended use of the persona.
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However, persona information design is not a trivial task. Chapman and Milham
[29] observe the problem of representativeness, meaning the more attributes one adds, the
more possible personas with different attribute combinations there are. This exponentially
increases the required data to accurately describe all the personas. Thus, Chapman and
Milham [29] argue that persona information selection is often arbitrary, as persona
developers do not even attempt to cover all possible personas. They also argue that it is not
possible to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant attributes of a persona, as any
information can matter for a use case. In the worst scenario, thee cho
cchosen information takes
away persona users’ attention from the task at hand [79,87].
information is also
87]. Incomplete
In
Incom
associated with lack of usefulness and willingness to use
u personas. For example, Bødker et
al. [17] reported that the personas developed in the
their
study were not perceived as
ir stu
actionable, resulting in resistance for adopting
personas in professional use.
opting pe
We aim to capture these aspects
spects in the
h Completeness construct (see Table 5). In
persona development, creating
personas refers to exhaustive information content
ng ‘rounded’
rou
about the persona’s characteristics,
racteriistic desires, needs, wants, and behaviors [61]. As Turner
and Turner note [140],
“there
40]], “th
er is a need to create compelling, rounded personas” (p. 35).
The aspect off round
roundedness
dedn is considered in Item 2 (“The persona profile seems complete.”)
and Item 4 (“The
“Th persona profile is not missing vital information.”).
The end users’ information needs vary by use case for which the persona is created.
Thoma and Williams [138] highlight the importance of fully-rounded personas for product
development decision. According to Nielsen [99], it is important that personas represent the
underlying user data as a rounded character, which allows decision-makers to focus on the
users. This aspect of applicability is reflected in Item 1 (“The persona profile is detailed
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enough to make decisions about the customers it describes.”) and Item 3 (“The persona
profile provides enough information to understand the people it describes.”).
Table 5. Completeness definition and items.
Definition

Item

Reference

Measures how well the persona
captures essential information
about the users it describes.

The persona profile is detailed enough to make
decisions about the customers it describes.
The persona profile seems complete.
The persona profile provides enough information to
understand the people it describes.
The persona profile is not missing vital information.

[138]
[140]
[138]
[140]

3.1.4.4 Clarity
ty of the
t persona profile (text,
Persona studies consider clarity from two angles. First, clarity
con
nd, the persona information can be
pictures, etc.) can influence end-user perceptions. Second,
fuse about
ab
ambiguous and unclear, so the end users are confused
what they are seeing. For
hout cclarity, it is impossible to communicate
example, Madsen et al. [80] note that “Without
about the specific needs and goalss of the user
users and […] meet these [needs].” (p. 1). By
fou confusion
con
contrast, Salminen et al. [126]] found
when content creation professionals were
exposed to personas. Some of the confusion
arose from unclear definitions in the persona
c
profiles  e.g., it was
as not clear
cl if the “Quotes” section of the persona profile had
ut the persona
per
comments about
or by the persona. For personas to be useful, they need to
present thee info
information
of the target group they are describing in a clear manner. Nielsen et
forma
al. [102] reviewed
47 different ways to represent personas, stressing the importance of
i
having generic guidelines for creating personas that can be intuitively understood.
We aim to capture these aspects in the Clarity construct (see Table 6). As clarity is
particularly associated with the presentation of the persona profile (e.g., choice of text,
images, colors, etc.), as well as the persona information itself, measuring clarity in the
persona context requires particular focus on both the persona information (see Item 3 in
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Table 6: “The information in the persona profile is easy to understand.”) and its
presentation (Item 1: “The information about the persona is well presented.” and Item 2:
“The text in the persona profile is clear enough to read.”). Memorability is associated with
the experiential view of the persona and considered to reflect the facets of clarity in a sense
that ‘a clear persona is a memorable persona’ (Item 4: “The persona is memorable.”).
Memorability (or recall) of personas is considered as a design goal [105], meaning that
ideally users would not immediately forget about the persona(s) they focused on.
Table 6. Clarity definition and items.
ems.
Definition

Item

Reference

Measures how clearly the
persona information is
presented.

The information about the persona
sona is well presented.
The text in the persona profile
file iss clea
clear enough to read.
The information in the persona profile is easy to
understand.
The persona is memorable.
morablle

[94]
[25]
[2]
[105]

3.1.4.5 Likability
Likability was chosen as a construct
onstru
uct for two reasons. First, because it is a central concept in
person perception literature.
For example, Reysen [115] has previously created a likability
ature. Fo
scale. Positive attitudes
a person have been found impactful in psychological
titudess towards
to
studies. For
or example,
xampl the “what is beautiful is good” effect [38] postulates that people
perceived as more
mo beautiful are also perceived as more successful. However, the concepts
of beauty and attractiveness typically imply a cross-gender relationship (or sexuality)
between the target and the perceiver [139]. In turn, likability is a more universal concept,
still capturing the conceptual dimension of positive affect (see Table 7). For this reason, we
chose likability from the available positive affect dimensions.
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Second, likability has been associated with several constructs relevant to personas,
including empathy [108], consistency [64], and social distance or similarity [71]. For this
reason, likability may be involved as a moderator in the relationships between the other
PPS constructs. As we envision the PPS to test such relationships and related hypotheses,
we chose to include likability in the instrument. Items 1 and 2 are adopted from the Reysen
likability scale (original item for Item 1: “This person is likeable.” and for Item 2: “This
person is friendly.”) [115]. Item 3 (“This persona feels like someone I could spend time
with.”) is inspired by Nelson et al. [96:3] who mention “spending
more time” as an
nding
ng m
indicator for positive interaction. Item 4 (“This persona is inte
interesting.”)
is adopted from
terest
Baylor and Ruy [14:299] (original item: “Agent was inter
interesting.”).
in
Table 7. Likabilityy definition
fin tion and items.
Definition

Item

Reference

Measures how likable the
respondent perceives the
persona to be.

I find this persona likable.
ikab
I could be friend
friends with this persona.
This persona
pers
feels like someone I could spend time with.
This ppersona
rson is interesting.

[115]
[115]
[96]
[14]

3.1.4.6 Empathy
notheer cent
Empathy is another
central concept for personas. It can be defined as a feeling of
ing and
a compassion [130]. In the literature, personas provide a shared mental
understanding
model of the end users’ needs and wants, summarizing information about users in an
empathetic format that is more memorable than numbers and tables [53,111]. Since humans
tend to be receptive to narratives [110], persona-centric storytelling facilitates absorption of
the persona information [81]. Persona descriptions often aim at using this human tendency
by communicating personas as narratives, e.g., “Mary is a 35-year-old woman who likes
extreme sports and dreams of having a vacation in Hawaii just by herself.” A persona can
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convey experiences that the decision makers would not necessarily know otherwise,
facilitating immersion into the role and circumstances of the user [61]. This can help curb
the tendency to create self-referential designs [79].
The psychological benefits of personas are rooted in an empathetic understanding of
the persona [90] – through cognitive processing of persona information, end users immerse
themselves in real situations of others, as well as predict the persona’s behavior under
different circumstances [112]. This mental modeling relies on human beings’ innate ability
of empathy and immersion [74], and it is, therefore, a powerful
for motivation and
ful agent
agen
a
purpose. In theory, empathy improves recall of the personas,
onas, hhelps communicate about their
needs, and encourages end users of personas to keep
ep them
th constantly in mind [104].
Table 8 defines empathy for our purposee and
the measurement items. Item
an
nd presents
pr
1 is adopted from the Rapport construct by Kim aand Mutlu [71:789] (original item: “I
understand the robot and which it really is.”),
) replacing ‘robot’ with a persona, while
maintaining the meaning of empathetic
emp
pathe understanding of the entity. Item 2 is adopted from
Cameron [24], where ties
as “perceptions of similarity, bond, and
es are defined
defi
belongingness with
other
group members” (p. 241), with the original item being “I feel
h ot
ther gro
strong ties to other (ing
(ingroup members)” (p. 244). Item 3 is inspired by the notion of
perspective-taking
[48], which means setting one’s self into the position of others. This
tak
notion is close to what persona literature means by empathy and thus we created Item 3
based on the research by Galinsky et al. [48] that makes several references to how empathy
can be proxied by imagining the life of the other person – e.g., “participants are instructed
to imagine how the person in the tape feels, focusing on how the events have affected his or
her life.” (p. 114) and “participants writing a narrative essay about the typical day in the life
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of a person in a photograph.” (p. 115). This idea is incorporated in Item 3 of Empathy (“I
can imagine a day in the life of this persona.”).
Table 8. Empathy definition and items.
Definition

Item

Reference

Measures how well the
respondent empathizes with the
persona.

I feel like I understand this persona.
I feel strong ties to this persona.
I can imagine a day in the life of this persona.

[71]
[24]
[48]

3.1.4.7 Similarity
ona and the end user. For
Similarity refers to the experienced likeness between the persona
ana
example, Booth [19] found interesting effects of similarity when analyzing
fan-created
nd imply
personas, labeling them as ‘narrative identification’ and
implying that the creation of
personas could strengthen the bond between fans and target
taarg personages.
Prior research has identified several types
similarity perceptions. These include,
es of sim
race–ge d similarity [139], and personality similarity
for example, value similarity [141],, race–gender
[107]. Moreover, familiarity, similarity,
sim rity, and attraction are determined as associated
concepts in social psychology
gy research
resea
ear [92], implying that similarity might have interesting
interactions with otherr constructs.
Such associations have also been proposed in the persona
constru
c
context, so that empathyy iis facilitated by similarity with others [20]; although this
proposition
on hhas
as not been empirically corroborated.
We cho
chose to include similarity in the PPS because it can possibly influence other
perceptions, for example, so that personas that people perceive as more similar are also
liked more. Such effects have been found in the person perception research, defined as the
‘similar-to-me’ effect [33], according to which individuals are more likely to respond
positively to others that they perceive to be like themselves.
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Thus, we leave familiarity and attraction for future research and focus on perceived
similarity (see Table 9). Note that perceived similarity can be different from demographic
similarity. Perceived similarity is based on how similar the respondent feels the persona is.
This might not match with the actual similarity between persona and the user in terms of
age, gender, and race. For example, despite having different race or age, people can feel a
kinship by similar interests [86]. Because perceived similarity may be a moderator in how
individuals perceive the personas, the construct is included in the PPS.
Table 9. Similarity definition and items.
tems.
Definition

Item

Reference

Measures how similar the
respondent feels the persona is
to him or her.

This persona feels similar to me
me.
The persona and I think alike.
ike.
The persona and I share similar in
interests.
t
I believe I would agree with
with this persona on most matters.

[115]
[144]
[139]
[141]

Item 1 is adopted from Reysen
[115]
item: “This person is similar to
ysen [1
115] (original
(
me.”). Item 2 was adopted from
and Bowman [144:174] (“My partner and I
m Wittenbaum
tenb
think alike.”). Item 3 was adopted
dopted fr
ffrom Tidwell et al. [139] – the original item (“My
interaction partner and
seemed to have a lot in common”) was modified to the persona
nd I seeme
context by emphasizing
that have been found impactful for persona user
asizing interests
in
perceptions
ns [[122,126].
122,12 Item 4 captures the aspect of value similarity (i.e., sharing values
and worldviews)
views and is inspired by items in Vaske et al. [141:226].
3.1.4.8 Willingness to use
WTU is a central construct for the adoption of personas in real organizations and use cases
[46,87,116]. For example, Rönkkö et al. [117] report a case where a lot of time was used to
create personas that were never implemented in practice. Matthews et al. [87] found that
personas had little practical impact on the work of designers. In a similar vein, Friess [46]
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found that personas were rarely mentioned in real decision-making situations by designers.
Long [79] argues that not being part of the creation process can result in not trusting the
persona, which is detrimental to their use.
According to Rönkkö et al. [117], decision makers are unlikely to take the personas
into use if there are doubts about their credibility, which not only implies that adoption of
personas is a key concern, but also that individuals’ WTU is associated with other
perceptions. Even when persona developers are using the best techniques for persona
creation, decision-makers may consider personas as ‘nice-to-have
hav
ave nnarratives’ instead of
serious decision-making aids [61]. These findings highlight
ight the
th risk
ris of personas being
forgotten after their creation and emphasize the need
how willing the persona
ed for
fo measuring
m
users are to use the persona going forward.
Table 10 displays the items chosen
Here, we draw inspiration from
en for WTU.
W
technology adoption research that often considers willingness to use a system, application,
or tool in relation to a specific
or task. For example, Gentry and Calantone
ic sscenario
cen
[51:951] consider the willingn
willingness
ness to use a bot (“If I buy a book in the next 30 days, I predict
I would use a shop-bot.”),
which inspires our Item 1 (see Table 10). Thus, the willingness
-boot.”) w
to use a tool (in thiss case,
ca a persona) is contextually determined by the user in situ.
Developing our survey, we created a realistic scenario for the users to create online content
(see Section 3.3.3), which represents a practical use case and is reflected in Items 1 and 3.
In our context, “using the persona” implies learning more about it for online content
creation, which is why we created Item 2 (“I would like to know more about this
persona.”). Using personas to learn more about users or customers they represent, of
course, is one of the core purposes of having personas in the first place [31].
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Item 4 (“This persona would improve my ability to make decisions about the
customers it describes”) reflects the facet of the persona being useful in terms of enhancing
decision-making capabilities and, thus, desirable for use. Personas’ goal of enhancing
decision-making capabilities is noted by several persona researchers (e.g., [46,87]).
Table 10. Willingness to use definition and items.
Definition

Item

Reference

Measures how willing
the respondent is to
learn more about the
persona.

I would make use of this persona in my task [of creating a YouTube
video].
I would like to know more about this persona.
I can imagine ways to make use of the persona information
nform
in my task
[of creating the YouTube video].
This persona would improve my ability to m
make
ake de
decisions about the
customers it describes.

[51]
[31]
[58]
[46]

3.1.5 Summary of constructs and items
Table 11 shows the eight PPS constructs
structs and thirty-one items that were used both for the
pilot study and the main study.
dropped
due to feedback from experts and pilot test
y. Items
It
dro
participants are omitted for brevity. Items that are included in the final PPS (after statistical
analysis) are shown in Tabl
Table 115. Note that, when deployed to other situations, the users of
T
the PPS should replace
eplace tthe
h task in the WTU Items 1 and 3 with one of their own. This is
further discussed
scussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
Table 11. All constructs and items prior to statistical analysis.
Construct
Credibility

Definition
Measures how credible
(realistic, authentic) the
persona appears.

Consistency

Measures how consistent
the different information
in the persona profile is.

Completeness

Measures how well the
persona captures essential
information about the
users it describes.

Items
The persona seems like a real person.
I have met people like this persona.
The picture of the persona looks authentic.
The persona seems to have a personality.
The quotes of the persona match other information shown in the persona profile.
The picture of the persona matches other information shown in the persona
profile.
The persona information seems consistent.
The persona’s demographic information (age, gender, country) corresponds with
other information shown in the persona profile.
The persona profile is detailed enough to make decisions about the customers it
describes.
The persona profile seems complete.
The persona profile provides enough information to understand the people it
describes.
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Construct

Definition

Clarity

Measures how clearly the
persona information is
presented.

Likability

Measures how likable the
respondent perceives the
persona to be.

Empathy

Measures how well the
respondent empathizes
with the persona.
Measures how similar the
respondent feels the
persona is to him or her.

Similarity

Willingness to
use

Measures how willing the
respondent is to learn
more about the persona.

Items
The persona profile is not missing vital information.
The information about the persona is well presented.
The text in the persona profile is clear enough to read.
The information in the persona profile is easy to understand.
The persona is memorable.
I find this persona likable.
I could be friends with this persona.
This persona feels like someone I could spend time with.
This persona is interesting.
I feel like I understand this persona.
I feel strong ties to this persona.
I can imagine a day in the life of this persona.
This persona feels similar to myself.
The persona and I think alike.
The persona and I share similar interests.
I believe I would agree with this persona on most matters.
I would make use of this persona in my task [of creating a YouTube video].
I would like to know more about this persona.
I can imagine ways to make use of the perso
persona information in my task [of
creating the YouTube video].
This persona would improve my ability
ty to
o make
m
decisions about the customers it
describes.

3.2 Pilot study
k on th
We conducted a pilot study to get feedback
the PPS with 19 participants, each
evaluating three personas. The piloting
loting ttook
ok pplace at a major research institute among
scientists and engineers from various
backgrounds.
The average age of respondents was 34
vari
ba
years (SD = 6.9). Their roless includ
included Researchers (7), Scientists (4), Software Engineers
(2) and Others (6). 155 respondents
were male, and 4 female.
respon
We ensured
ured that all respondents were familiar with the concept of personas by
verbally explaining
xplai
aining the concept. Each respondent evaluated three personas, amounting to
[19 x 3 =] 577 persona evaluations. The persona profiles shown to the respondents (see
Figure 2) were generated automatically from the social media data from an international
media company using the persona generation methodology described in An et al. [6,7].
The pilot study helped us diagnose potential issues with the initial pool of questions
based on feedback from the participants. The feedback resulted in some changes in the
measurement items, including removal (e.g., “I would enjoy working with this persona”
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was removed as redundant from likability) and rewording (e.g., repeating the task when
referring to it in the items for WTU). After these revisions, the final pool of items was
employed in the main study.

mple
le of a p
Figure 2: Example
piloted persona profile. Each respondent was shown three personas.
ona wa
As
One persona
was Asian,
one Middle-Eastern and one Caucasian.

3.3 Main study
d
3.3.1 Analytical roadmap
The analytical roadmap for the main study is as follows. In the first stage, an Exploratory
Factor Analysis (EFA) was conducted using the data for one of the personas. An EFA
extracts the underlying factorial structure (i.e., dimensions) which encompass the items in
the instrument. In a second stage, this structure was tested using a Confirmatory Factor
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Analysis (CFA), which can be used to confirm the previously obtained structure, but also
permits further refinements to the model by falling back to an exploratory strategy. Once a
model with acceptable fit is attained, we proceed with calculations on validity (i.e., if the
factors are valid measures of the respective constructs), reliability (i.e., if the measures are
consistent), and sensitivity (i.e., if the instrument is capable of discerning between distinct
individuals). The exercise concludes with an analysis of measurement invariance, which
aims to determine if the scale is equally applicable in differing groups – in this case, males
and females, as well as experienced and inexperienced users off personas.
pperso

3.3.2 Persona generation
To analyze the scale with a larger independent sample,
am
mple, we created two personas (see Figure
3) from audience engagement data of the YouTub
YouTube channel of an international online media
Y
company. The content of the created
personas
ted per
na follows the standard layout of persona
profiles [102], containing, for example,
demographic information, name, picture, interests,
exam
and descriptive quotes. The persona
creation followed the approach by An et al. [5,6], in
person
p
which data is collected
cteed uusing
ing the application programming interfaces (APIs) of online
platforms and
processed
d proc
cessed using computational techniques [75]. Thus, the methodology for
persona creation
atio
on was
w the same as in the study. In between the pilot study and the main
study, the system for persona generation was updated, which explains the layout differences
between the pilot study (Figure 2) and the main study (Figure 3) personas. Again, for
technical details, we refer the reader to An et al. [5,6], as the research at hand focuses on
reporting the scale development.
Counterbalancing was applied to mitigate for order effects (see Figure 4). For this,
we created two participant sequences: Sequence 1: Showing Male persona first, then
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Female persona and Sequence 2: vice versa. Note that in between seeing the second
persona, the respondents were shown the PPS items (see Table 11), the sequence being:
Persona 1 o PPS items o Persona 2 o PPS items.

Figure 3. Eva, a persona created forr the survey. Another person, Marcus was included so
nd female
f
le example.
participants saw both a male and
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s, assig
Figure 4: Two personas were shown to participants,
assigning the participants randomly to
counter-balanced sequences.

3.3.3 Data collection and participants
ants
The survey data for persona perception
was collected via Prolific, an online survey platform
erce
nw
deployed in several social
science
al sc
cience sstudies [40,42]. Prolific provides a large pool of
participants and includes
built-in quality management tools [40]. We sampled participants
ude bui
between the ages
23–50 from four English-speaking countries: United States, United
ges of 23
Kingdom, Canada,
Can
nada, and Australia. The targeting criteria resulted in 7,275 candidates from
the Prolific pool of participants, of which 412 participated in the study. We provided the
respondents a compensation of 1.50 British pounds for their participation, totaling to about
a 9-pound hourly work rate.
The average age of the respondents was 33.5 years (SD = 7.10). Females constituted
63% of the sample, males 37%. The sample was well-educated, with 67% of the
respondents having an undergraduate degree, 29% a graduate degree, and 4% a doctoral
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degree. We explicitly exclude non-college educated participants from the Prolific sample,
as personas are typically deployed by educated workers (e.g., software developers,
designers, marketers). Their nationalities included the United States (31%), United
Kingdom (63%), Canada (5%), Australia (1%). The sample included both respondents with
no experience in personas (n = 286; 69.4%) and respondents with prior experience with
using personas (n = 126; 30.6%). As such, we consider the sample adequately
representative for educated adults with varying experience with personas.
In the survey, the respondents were shown the two personas
erson
onas and asked to respond to
statements regarding each persona. The statements were creat
created
the PPS items (see
ated using
u
Table 11), with answering options using the seven-point
Likert
poi
oint L
ik scale, ranging from (1)
Strongly disagree to (7) Strongly agree. The introduction
roductio of the survey contained a
definition of personas (“A persona is a fict
fictive
describing a customer group.”), and
ve person
per
the respondents were explained that
hat the purpose of the study is to understand how
individuals perceive personas.
were encouraged to review the persona
s. The
T respondents
r
information carefully and
their honest opinions. To facilitate the immersion of using
nd givee the
the persona for a specific
purpose, the respondents were given a use case that tied the
peccific pu
shown personas
task, which is a common practice when deploying
nas to a predetermined
pr
personas [12].
The imaginary task consisted of creating a YouTube video for the persona
] T
they were shown: “Imagine that you are given a task of creating a YouTube video for the
persona you will be shown next. Keeping this task in mind, please carefully review the
information in the persona profile to understand who the persona is.” The task of video
creation was chosen because creating social media content is nearly universally
understandable by individuals engaging in online activities (note that the sample, by
definition, includes online users as they were sampled using an online platform).
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3.3.4 Data validation
The participants spent, on average, 13.4 minutes (SD=4.50; max = 36.25; min = 5.11) to
complete the survey (including reviewing the two persona profiles). We inspected the data
quality by looking at anomalies in the responses using SPSS’s “Identify Unusual Cases”
module. In addition, we initially excluded participants whose answering time was less than
6 minutes, as based on our pilot testing, the survey would take at least this much to be
filled. However, we stopped this practice after several of the survey
participants contacted
ur
us via the platform’s messaging system to reconfirm that they
actually
ey actu
uall had filled in the
survey in good faith. As they, in many cases, were able to reca
recall
ll specific details about the
personas, we concluded that there is a naturally high
in people’s survey answering
igh variation
vaaria
speed, and that some participants are able to
quickly
o qui
ickly fill in the survey without it necessarily
being due to lack of attention. Thus,, we fou
found
nd no reason to exclude any participant, so we
kept all the 412 responses submitted
d by the panel of respondents.

4 Results
4.1 Exploratory factor
analysis
f ctor an
EFA was conducted
con
nducted on the question pool for the first persona (“Eva”) using Principal
Componentt est
estimation with Direct Oblimin rotation [1]. No missing data was noted in the
dataset. Evaluation of data adequacy was assessed as follows: first, normality was judged
through each item’s skewness and kurtosis. The absolute value for all terms was lower than
3, indicating an acceptable approximation of normality [72], as can be seen in Table 12.
Table 12. Descriptives for each item for both personas.
Eva
Item

M

Marcus
SD

Sk

Ku

M

SD

Sk

Ku
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Eva
M
5,39

SD
1,34

Sk
-1,17

Ku
1,31

Credibility2 [I have met people like this persona.]
Credibility3 [The picture of the persona looks authentic.]

5,17
5,37

1,55
1,52

-0,95
-1,10

0,23
0,69

4,92
5,22

Credibility4 [The persona seems to have a personality.]
Consistency1 [The quotes of the persona match other
information shown in the persona profile.]
Consistency2 [The picture of the persona matches other
information shown in the persona profile.]
Consistency3 [The persona information seems
consistent.]
Consistency4 [The persona's demographic information
(age, gender, country) corresponds with other
information shown in the persona profile.]
Completeness1 [The persona profile is detailed enough
to make decisions about the customers it describes.]
Completeness2 [The persona profile seems complete.]
Completeness3 [The persona profile provides enough
information to understand the people it describes.]
Completeness4 [The persona profile is not missing vital
information.]
Clarity1 [The information about the persona is well
presented.]
Clarity2 [The text in the persona profile is clear enough
to read.]
Clarity3 [The information in the persona profile is easy
to understand.]
Clarity4 [The persona is memorable.]
Likability1 [I find this persona likable.]

4,76

1,48

-0,49

-0,49

4,81

1,46

-0,68

5,03

1,39

4,99

Item
Credibility1 [The persona seems like a real person.]

Marcus
M
SD
4,88
1,53

Sk
-0,79

Ku
0,07

1,64
1,50

-0,71
-1,08

-0,32
0,71

4,64

1,56

-0,54

-0,28

-0,12

4,62

1,51

-0,39

-0,60

-0,76

0,16

4,77

1,46

-0,63

-0,14

1,39

-0,78

0,19

4,69

1,56

-0,52

-0,54

4,91

1,48

-0,72

-0,06

4,71

1,49

-0,56

-0,21

4,67
4,97

1,48
1,49

-0,52
-0,67

-0,40
-0,16

4,85
4,93
4

1,46
1,44

-0,74
-0,72

0,15
0,06

4,94

1,45

-0,68

-0,04
04

4,92

1,47

-0,84

0,06

4,90

1,42

-0,60

-0,07
-0,
,07

4,80
4

1,53

-0,57

-0,40

5,20

1,38

-1,01
1,01

0,94
,94

5,38

1,30

-1,07

0,99

5,16

1,62

-0,899
-0,8

0,00

5,05

1,56

-0,73

-0,24

5,46
4,51
4,400
4,4

1,366
1,65
1,
65
1,49
,4

-1,1
-1,12
-0,57
0,5
-0,45

1,23
-0,52
-0,37

5,35
4,87
4,18

1,49
1,46
1,45

-1,14
-0,65
-0,38

0,92
-0,15
-0,35

Likability2 [I could be friends with this persona.]
Likability3 [This persona feels like someone I could
spend time with.]
Likability4 [This persona is interesting.]
Empathy1 [I feel like I understand this persona.]
a.]

3,67
3,6

1,62
1
6

0,17

-0,75

3,97

1,47

-0,20

-0,64

4,00
4,22
4,20

1,65
1,54
1,44

-0,13
-0,35
-0,34

-0,84
-0,55
-0,44

3,38
3,90
4,12

1,56
1,62
1,46

0,20
-0,14
-0,34

-0,82
-0,86
-0,57

Empathy2 [I feel strong ties to this persona.]
a.]
Empathy3 [I can imagine a day in the
he life of this
persona.]

3,50

1,61

0,07

-0,88

3,51

1,54

0,06

-0,89

3,97

1,54

-0,28

-0,64

3,72

1,58

-0,02

-0,84

Similarity1 [This persona feels similar
m
milar
to mys
myself.]
Similarity2 [The persona and I thin
think alike.
alike.]

2,82
3,01

1,60
1,58

0,59
0,42

-0,64
-0,77

2,73
2,94

1,48
1,49

0,72
0,43

-0,15
-0,63

Similarity3 [The persona andd I sh
share
are si
similar interests.]
Similarity4 [I believe I would agree with this persona on
most matters.]
WTU1 [I would
uld make
ake use oof this persona in my task of
Tube video.]
creating a YouTube
WTU2 [I would like
ke to know more about this persona.]
WTU3 [I can imagine
magine ways to make use of the persona
t
information in my task
of creating the YouTube video.]
WTU4 [This persona would improve my ability to make
decisions about the customers it describes.]

3,26

1,73

0,27

-1,07

3,15

1,64

0,33

-0,91

3,39

1,55

0,14

-0,57

3,37

1,51

0,11

-0,54

4,38
4,19

1,61
1,71

-0,51
-0,36

-0,50
-0,82

4,29
4,31

1,62
1,67

-0,38
-0,37

-0,70
-0,75

4,55

1,55

-0,74

-0,06

4,45

1,54

-0,53

-0,46

4,46

1,57

-0,53

-0,34

4,30

1,53

-0,35

-0,57

WTU = Willingness to use

Second, we observed that the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) assumed a value of
0.937, indicating good adequacy, further substantiated by a significant result on Bartlett’s
Test of Sphericity (χ2(465) = 10688.633, p < 0.001) [55,83]. Third, the Measure of
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Sampling Adequacy (MSA) for each item was above 0.50; as such, no item needed to be
removed [55]. Kaiser’s criterion was employed to determine the optimal number of factors,
with an auxiliary interpretation based on scree-plots and percentage of extracted variance.
These criteria pointed towards a six-factor solution with 72.3% of explained variance. The
solution departed, in some aspects, from the predicted structure, which was defined in a
preliminary manner through the pilot study [125].
Notably, the items from the Similarity, Empathy, and Likability scale coalesced into
a single factor, which we labeled Immersion because conceptually
this construct
tuall
ally th
encompasses the immersive nature of the relationship between
individuals and personas
etween
en ind
[27,84,91,100]. We considered this a possible indication
catio
ion of
of a second-order latent structure,
in which the original scales would comprise first-order
t-order latents. Although not tested at this
stage, we noted this finding for testing
during
g duri
ng the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)
stage. Moreover, some items exhibited
bited llow ffactorial purity due to moderate to severe crossloadings into other factors and
nd were
w removed from the subsequent analysis. These were
Clarity_4 (“The personaa is me
memorable”),
Credibility_4 (“The persona seems to have a
emo
personality”), and WTU_2
WT
TU_ (“I
( would like to know more about this persona”). The
remainingg items
ms loaded
loaaded into the expected factors and, as such, the original labels were kept.
The rotation so
solution for EFA is summarized in Table 13.
Table 13. Exploratory Factor Analysis with Direct Oblimin (pattern). The highest
loading for each item and notable cross-loadings are shown in bold.
Component
1

2

3

4

5

6

Similarity2 [The persona and I think alike.]

0.886

-0.025

0.144

0.062

0.080

-0.103

Similarity1 [This persona feels similar to myself.]

0.880

-0.048

0.135

0.070

0.108

-0.064

Similarity3 [The persona and I share similar interests.]

0.835

-0.045

0.111

0.088

0.078

-0.063

Likability2 [I could be friends with this persona.]

0.810

0.197

-0.171

-0.125

0.066

0.189
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Component
1

2

3

4

5

6

Empathy2 [I feel strong ties to this persona.]

0.798

-0.110

0.149

0.020

-0.140

-0.146

Similarity4 [I believe I would agree with this persona on most matters.]

0.795

0.054

0.063

0.150

0.047

-0.075

Likability4 [This persona is interesting.]

0.739

0.025

0.041

0.016

-0.149

0.043

Likability3 [This persona feels like someone I could spend time with.]

0.723

0.050

-0.002

-0.033

-0.027

0.217

Empathy1 [I feel like I understand this persona.]

0.642

0.172

-0.043

0.099

-0.112

0.037

Likability1 [I find this persona likable.]

0.642

0.022

0.006

0.033

-0.086

0.277

Empathy3 [I can imagine a day in the life of this persona.]

0.544

0.104

-0.133

0.057

-0.295

0.051

Clarity4 [The persona is memorable.]

0.349

-0.171

0.288

0.009

-0.319

0.242

Consistency4 [The persona's demographic information (age, gender, country)
corresponds with other information shown in the persona profile.]
Consistency3 [The persona information seems consistent.]

0.015

0.853

0.036

0.001

0.126

0.058

-0.017

0.834
0

0.123

0.071

-0.037

-0.050

Consistency2 [The picture of the persona matches other information shown in
the persona profile.]
Consistency1 [The quotes of the persona match other information shown in
the persona profile.]
Credibility4 [The persona seems to have a personality.]

0.048

0.828
0
828

-0.013

0.026

-0.019

0.068

0.006

0.691
69

0.136

0.096

-0.110

-0.069

0.144
0.1

0.475

-0.179

0.000

-0.398

0.153

Completeness4 [The persona profile is not missing vital information.]

0.048
048

-0.008

0.780

0.047

-0.055

0.025

Completeness3 [The persona profile provides enough information to
understand the people it describes.]
Completeness2 [The persona profile seems complete.]

0.106
0
1

0.123

0.767

-0.042

-0.073

0.092

0.096

0.099

0.759

-0.010

-0.061

0.041

Completeness1 [The persona profile is detailed enough to make decisions
about the customers it describes.]
WTU3 [I can imagine ways to make use of the persona
na info
information
rmati n in my
m
task of creating the YouTube video.]
WTU1 [I would make use of this persona in my task
k of crea
creating a Youtube
video.]
WTU4 [This persona would improve my ability
ity to make dec
decisions about the
customers it describes.]
WTU2 [I would like to know more about this person
persona.]
na.

0.073

0.123

0.666

0.068

-0.024

0.125

-0.040

0.026

-0.022

0.927

-0.001

0.063

-0.008

0.021

0.086

0.872

0.033

0.009

-0.001

0.179

0.055

0.768

-0.025

0.105

0.344

-0.070

-0.258

0.619

-0.141

0.016

Credibility3 [The picture of the persona
ona loo
looks
ks auth
authentic.]

-0.005

0.060

-0.007

0.027

-0.825

-0.035

Credibility2 [I have met people like this perso
persona.]

-0.033

-0.112

0.173

0.126

-0.720

-0.068

Credibility1 [The persona seems
ems like a real person.]

-0.002

0.221

0.112

-0.021

-0.677

0.127

Clarity3 [The informationn in the per
persona profile is easy to understand.]

-0.051

0.014

0.054

0.016

-0.014

0.850

0.039

0.006

0.001

0.102

0.113

0.818

-0.032

0.023

0.246

0.104

-0.117

0.693

Clarity2 [The text
tex inn the pers
persona profile is clear enough to read.]
Clarity1 [The information
formaation about
ab
the persona is well presented.]

Subsequently, Cronbach’s Alphas were computed for each factor, without the
discarded items, to determine scale reliability. All values were relatively high, providing
evidence for the reliability of the scale using this factorial structure. These results are
summarized in Table . After this initial exercise, the analysis proceeded to the CFA stage,
which is reported in the following section.
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Table 14. Scale reliability.
Component
Cronbach’s Alpha

1

2

3

4

5

6

0.948

0.874

0.877

0.897

0.779

0.819

4.2 Confirmatory factor analysis
In this stage, a CFA was conducted using the data from the second persona (“Marcus”). We
used Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation, which is the most common method [10]. For
wing indices, in accordance
the purpose of evaluating model fit, we opted to use the following
with best practices [15]: the χ2 goodness-of-fit test [13], the X2 statistic,
tat
the X2/df index, the
standardized root mean residual (SRMR), the comparative-fit
rat ve-fit index (CFI) [15], the root
mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) [132],
and the Akaike Information Criterion
132] an
(AIC) [8]. The strategy for re-specification used Modification
Indices (MI) [18], by
M
specifying covariances between a variab
variable’s
e’s eerror terms whenever they belonged to the
same latent variable [48, 60] using thee th
threshold value of 11 [83]. The cut-off of 11 was
used since it has a Type 1 error
probability of 0.001, being the safest option to begin an MI
error pro
evaluation (note that the com
commonly used cutoff of 4 represents 0.05 of Type 1 error, and
studies usually
employ
y em
mploy tthis cutoff as a secondary option after the 11 MIs are exhausted).
Wee beg
began
gan bby specifying the structure obtained at the EFA stage, without the
discarded items, and we assumed no second-order structure. This resulted in a model with
inadequate fit (X2/df = 4.540, SRMR = 0.064, CFI = 0.867, RMSEA = 0.090). After
evaluation of the MI’s, it became apparent that the second-order structure, which we
suspected from the EFA analysis was very likely, as the bulk of the MI’s indicated the
existence of correlations between the error terms for items in the Immersion factor. As
such, we shifted back to an exploratory approach, and the first iterative re-specification was
37(62)

conducted by placing the Immersion latent variable as a second-order variable and creating
latent variables for each theoretical sub-scale. This change resulted in an immediate
improvement of the model fit (X2/df = 2.822, SRMR = 0.056, CFI = 0.932, RMSEA =
0.064), also noted by the decrease on the comparative index (AIC new = 1084.834 versus
AICold = 1663.037). This provided evidence of the presence of a second-order structure for
this scale.

WTU 1

Willingness
to use

WTU 3
WTU 4

Figure 5: Final measurement model.
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We proceeded with re-specification. In the next step, we drew covariance
trajectories for error terms belonging to manifest variables lying in the same latent variable,
at an MI threshold of 11. This yielded modest gains in terms of fit (X2/df = 2.708, SRMR =
0.053, CFI = 0.937, RMSEA = 0.062), also evident by the comparative index (AIC new =
1044.926 versus AICold = 1084.834). With no further valid modifications available at the 11
threshold, we proceeded by implementing modifications identified at a threshold of 4. This
allowed another set of specification changes under the form of error covariances. This
resulted in further improvements to the model (X2/df = 2.581,, SRMR
SR
= 0.053, CFI = 0.943,
RMSEA = 0.060), again noted by the comparative index
x (AIC
C new = 1000.154 versus AICold
= 1044.926), now exhibiting acceptable levels of fit. T
final model is represented in
The fi
Figure 5, and the factorial weights presented in Table
Tab
ble . As re-specification was conducted
during this stage, this analysis can no longer
ngeer be cconsidered confirmatory, but rather an
extension of the exploratory analysis.
The implications of this will be discussed further
ysis. Th
ahead in the manuscript.
Table
able 15. Fa
Factorial weights of the final list of items.
Item

Item content
ntent

Consistency1

The quotes of th
the persona match other information shown in the persona profile.

0.843

Consistency2

The picture
picture of
o the persona matches other information shown in the persona profile.

0.823

Consistency3

T pers
The
persona information seems consistent.

0.884

Consistency4

The persona’s demographic information (age, gender, country) corresponds with other information
Th
shown in the persona profile.

Weight

0.748

Completeness1

The persona profile is detailed enough to make decisions about the customers it describes.

0.801

Completeness2

The persona profile seems complete.

0.776

Completeness3

The persona profile provides enough information to understand the people it describes.

0.909

Completeness4

The persona profile is not missing vital information.

0.703

WTU1

I would make use of this persona in my task of [creating the YouTube video].

0.853

WTU3

I can imagine ways to make use of the persona information in my task of [creating the YouTube video].

0.880

WTU4

This persona would improve my ability to make decisions about the customers it describes.

0.901

Credibility1

The persona seems like a real person.

0.884

Credibility2

I have met people like this persona.

0.616
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Item

Item content

Weight

Credibility3

The picture of the persona looks authentic.

0.677

Clarity1

The information about the persona is well presented.

0.795

Clarity2

The text in the persona profile is clear enough to read.

0.692

Clarity3

The information in the persona profile is easy to understand.

0.708

Similarity1

This persona feels similar to me.

0.897

Similarity2

The persona and I think alike.

0.919

Similarity3

The persona and I share similar interests.

0.865

Similarity4

I believe I would agree with this persona on most matters.

0.869

Likability1

I find this persona likable.

0.810

Likability2

I could be friends with this persona.

0.849

Likability3

This persona feels like someone I could spend time with.

0.853

Likability4

This persona is interesting.

0.739

Empathy1

I feel like I understand this persona.

0.901

Empathy2

I feel strong ties to this persona.

0.806

Empathy3

I can imagine a day in the life of this persona.

0.857

WTU = Willingness to use

4.3 Validity analysis
For the validity assessment, three distinc
distinctt fac
facets of validity were analyzed: factorial
validity, convergent validity, and discriminant
validity [55]. Factorial validity requires all
crim
items to have a factorial loading
above
ding ab
bo the 0.50 threshold [83], which was already
demonstrated in the pre
previous
Convergent validity is established when the variance
evious section.
s
explained by the items loading
into a given factor is reasonable, which can be evaluated
lo
oa
through calculation
alcu
ulation of the Average Extracted Variance (AVE) [44] that needs to exceed the
0.50 threshold.
hold. For a given factor j comprised of k items i, AVE is calculated as:
ª + L
ܧܸܣ

ˆ @5

ˆ @ 5 ª6
ª6 E ˆ @ 5

Discriminant validity is established when there is an absence of relevant crossloadings, and it requires two conditions: the AVE for two given factors must exceed the
squared correlation between those factors, and the AVE must simultaneously be greater
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than the Maximum Shared Variance (MSV) and the Average Shared Variance (MSV)
between those factors [44]. For the reliability assessment, we used the Composite
Reliability (CR) indicator [44], which must be greater than the 0.7 threshold in order to
claim the reliability of the scale. For a given factor j comprised of k items i, CR can be
calculated as:
ఫ ൌ 
ܴܥ

ሺσୀଵ ߣ ሻଶ
ሺσୀଵ ߣ ሻଶ   σୀଵ ߝ

roxim
Finally, sensitivity is determined when the scale is approximately
normal, which
der the
t threshold
thr
requires the skewness and kurtosis of each item to be under
of 3 [72]. This
aspect was already evaluated during the EFA stage, and it was successfully demonstrated,
so it will not be further expanded. The validity and
reliability measures were computed
nd relia
mes Gas
using the ValidityMaster module from James
Gaskin’s Stats Tool Package [49]. The results
are shown in Table .
Table 16. S
Scale reliability (with Immersion).
Factor

CR
C

AVE

MSV

ASV

Consistency

0.895

0.682

0.342

0.243

Credibility

0.774

0.540

0.310

0.217

Clarity

0.776

0.537

0.342

0.207

Willingnesss to use

0.910

0.771

0.367

0.207

Completeness

0.876

0.641

0.295

0.205

Immersion

0.920

0.793

0.367

0.268

As demonstrated in Table , all criteria for the three facets of validity are met.
Additionally, the Composite Reliability for all factors is above the required threshold, so
the scale can be considered reliable. Sensitivity was demonstrated in the EFA stage.
Overall, these metrics indicate that the scale has adequate psychometric properties for
deployment.
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4.4 Measurement invariance
To demonstrate measurement invariance for gender and experience of using personas, a
multi-group analysis was conducted in the manner outlined by Marôco [83], which consists
of the comparison of the unconstrained model (where measurement weights are allowed to
freely change across groups) with the fully constrained measurement weights model (where
measurement weights are constrained to be identical for both groups), and testing for
differences using a chi-square test. Non-significance of this test
st is indicative of
measurement invariance across the groups; e.g., the metric for ma
males
ales is identical to the one
for females. The chi-square test for the gender comparison
was non-significant (χ2(20) =
on wa
12.283, p = 0.878). As such, this demonstrates that
are invariant across
at measurements
meaasur
genders. The scale is equally valid for both male
males
female respondents.
es aand
nd fe
We also demonstrate measurement
for both experienced and
remeent invariance
nvari
inexperienced users. Participants who rreported no experience at all were placed in an
“Inexperienced” group, with
being placed in an “Experienced” group. The
h the rremaining
em
procedure was the samee as des
described above. The chi-square test for this comparison was
also found to be non-significant
(χ2(20) = 17.630, p = 0.612), indicating that the scale is
n-sig
igni
equally valid
ali for both
bo h experienced and inexperienced persona users.

5 Discussion
5.1 Research contribution
Prior research postulates that personas are difficult to evaluate [80]. While evaluating a
persona in terms of implementation outcomes is difficult, another aspect that is often
ignored is the impact of individual perceptions of personas. If we accept the notion that the
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same persona can be perceived differently by individuals, the logical consequence is that
the adoption and usage of personas are affected by these perceptions at an individual level,
and the evaluation methods should be individualized as well. Following this rationale, in
this research, we undertook the endeavor of developing a survey instrument that is (a)
based on prior research, (b) validated in terms of both construct and content validity, and
(c) can be deployed easily by both researchers and practitioners working with personas.
As far as the authors are aware, this study marks the first in-depth report of
systematically developing a survey instrument for the measurement
em
ment of persona perceptions.
In prior literature, we could locate no existing, publicly availa
available
able ssurvey instrument for
measuring persona perceptions, even though the challenge
halle
lenge of evaluating personas is
repeatedly referred to. However, contrasting persona
perception to person perception opens
rsonna pe
a rich base of constructs and items from social ps
psychology and HCI research.
From our literature review,, the oonly previous study, apart from the PPS pilot study
[125], that makes the linkagee between
bet
etwe person perception and personas is the study by
Marsden and Haag [84].. However,
How
wever that study did not develop the idea further, only
establishing the conceptual
Our research develops the linkage further by exploring
nceeptu l linkage.
l
both persona and social
soocia psychology domains to create a meaningful array of constructs for
analyzing perceptual
variance between individuals and personas. We extend the pilot study
rce
by Salminen et al. [125] that presented preliminary results on the applicability of the PPS
with 19 respondents. In the research reported here, we employ a sample of 412 respondents,
conducting an initial exploratory validation of the scale with a robust statistical analysis.
Moreover, compared to the previously reported pilot study, this research reveals a
novel second-order latent structure that combines the previously separate PPS constructs of
Similarity, Likability, and Empathy into a new construct called Immersion. This discovery
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is highly interesting for persona theory, as it provides empirical insights on how empathy
interacts with other constructs of a related nature. It appears that similarity and likability are
strongly associated with empathy to produce the immersive user experience that the
persona literature consistently refers to [31,101,104]. This finding encourages further
discovery into how different user perceptions interact in the persona context.
Overall, our study adds to a nascent stream of research on perceptual effects of
humanlike system and user interfaces, including virtual agents, robots, and chatbots
[41,52,56,131]. Similar to these technologies, personas aim to
o “give
g faces to data” [128],
providing an anthropomorphic user experience to decision
on ma
makers dealing with user or
customer data.

5.2 Guidelines for scale deployment (general)
ral)
Regarding the implications of discovering
coverin the Immersion construct, we advise the users of
the PPS to choose the constructs
that are relevant for their problem. One can choose to
ts th
measure Immersion, in which
which case the Immersion items include Similarity 1–4, Likability
1–4, and Empathy 11–3
15). However, one can also measure these constructs
3 (see
(see Table
T
separately to focuss on sp
specific facets of immersion. Both ways are likely to yield interesting
insights on how
are experiencing the developed personas.
w individuals
in
For practical deployment of the scale, researchers and practitioners should use the
28 items reported in Table 15. Moreover, we emphasize the contextual nature of WTU that
depends on the particular use case for which the persona is deployed [31]. Therefore, the
same persona might be highly useful for one task but not at all useful for another task. For
example, decision makers in e-commerce would probably not be willing to use a persona
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that is missing information about customers’ purchase behaviors, whereas the same persona
could be highly useful for other use cases.
Some technical recommendations on the instrument’s usage follow. First, we would
recommend that studies employing the instrument gather a minimum of 5 participants per
used item, as this is a commonly used threshold for sample size in factor analysis, and by
extension it would be sensible to also employ it in other measurement exercises.
Now that the scale has been analyzed using a large sample, it can be deployed for
studies even with smaller samples. This is useful, as user studies
dies
es in oorganizations that
typically involve fewer participants (e.g., N=30 is often consid
considered
idere as a goal for data
collection [129]) can use the scale.
On computing scores for each dimension,
wee w
would recommend calculating means.
n, w
This is for two specific reasons. First, the
he number of items per dimension is unbalanced, so
summation would result in differing
ranges of values, which would result in difficult
ng ran
comparisons without some sort
Second, means are less susceptible to the
ort of
o normalization.
n
effects of missing data than su
summations,
since the maximum possible range value is
umm
affected in the latterr but
b oon
n tthe former. On the interpretation of these scores, all dimensions
are framed in a positive
possitive manner, so they are read in a “higher is better”, so that higher
scores are indicative
of a higher loading of a given perception of the persona.
dic
Due to this consistency of dimension framing, coupled with the fact that there is
some degree of correlation between the dimensions, one can argue that a mean of all
composite scores can be construed as a measure of persona quality. This applies with some
restrictions, mainly that the design goal of personas does not include making them “likable”
or “similar than the person using them” (two constructs of the PPS). To the contrary,
“unlikable” and “different than me” personas can be more useful in many decision-making
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scenarios, especially since they help steer away from the users’ self-centering bias [119].
Thus, to measure persona quality, we recommend using Credibility, Consistency,
Completeness, Clarity, Empathy, and WTU, so that a “good” persona would be perceived
by its user as credible, consistent, complete, clearly presented and empathetic, such that
decision makers would be willing to use it for their work tasks.
Thus, one can argue that the higher the scores are, the better the overall quality of
the persona (apart from likability and similarity that we do not consider as quality
dimensions). Providing definite cut-off points for “low” and “high”
hig
igh” persona quality requires
more repetitive studies across different contexts and scenarios
narios
os and then using empirical
distributions (e.g., interquartile range) to infer the cut
cut-off
off points from data. Another option
would be to heuristically divide the Likert scale int
into
roughly even quality ranges. For
to rou
example, 1-2 = low quality; 3-5 medium
quality,
m qu
uality, and 6-7 high quality personas. These
efforts can enable practitioners and
persona developers to determine a global “persona
d pers
quality score”. For this, we recommend
that practitioners use the raw composite score, i.e.,
eco
omm
1-7, as discretizing variables
dummies is associated with loss of information (as
ables into
i
various degrees of resp
response
spon e are “flattened down” into one).

5.3 Guidelines
lines
es for scale deployment (practitioners)
The research has implications for persona researchers, persona creators, and industry
practitioners. Practitioners can survey the end users of personas to understand how the
developed personas are perceived by the end users, such as marketers, product managers,
software developers, corporate executives, and so on. To provide further guidelines into
scale development, we describe four use cases.
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Pre-testing personas: A potentially impactful use of the scale is to pre-test
personas for perceptions before deploying them into wider use within an organization. For
example, the PPS could be deployed to analyze how the perceptions of decision makers
affect the actual decisions taken about the users or customers of an organization. This is an
important point to address, as decision makers’ perceptions of different customer groups
may lead to favoritism or prioritization of one group over another [47]. For pre-testing,
particularly important constructs are Empathy (Immersion) and WTU, as these constructs
are conceptually associated with the adoption of personas for rea
real
eal use.
u
Querying decision-makers’ stereotypes about users
users:
rs: The
Th PPS can reveal one’s
attitudes towards a persona (i.e., the underlying user
segment). Thus, the deployment of the
er segm
se
PPS can be associated with the equal and fair treatment
eatm
ment of users and customers, for
example, by investigating the implicit biases
associated with a set of personas.
iases asso
Additionally, conflicting views off the pe
persona can arise despite being shown the same
persona information, which can pote
potentially invalidate personas as effective design tools
[117]. To address this, the
PPS
he PP
S can
ca help identify situations in which different teams or
individuals are interpreting
rprreting the
t personas differently. The results can be leveraged towards
the creation of pers
personas
ona that produce less variability in perceptions  thus, helping to align
decision makers’
ker understanding of their users.
Persona failure analysis: Moreover, with the PPS instrument, the created personas
can be tested for undesirable effects, such as lack of credibility and consistency. If a
persona profile or narrative is considered untrustworthy or inconsistent, this implies the
design goals for persona creation have not been achieved. Such verification is particularly
important because the creation of personas tends to require major financial investments in
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tens of thousands of US dollars [61], which means that persona developers want to mitigate
any barriers to persona adoption and use. As active use of personas remains a consistent
challenge, systematic methodologies such as the PPS can help create solutions for adoption.
Longitudinal analysis of attitudes towards personas: Finally, the PPS instrument
can be employed to measure the change in persona perceptions over time, considering, e.g.,
the impact of seemingly minor changes to persona profiles, which could result in major
changes in the perception of those personas by the end users. By quantifying the
perceptions with the PPS, it is possible to measure the consistency
tenc
ncy of
o persona perceptions
over time, even when the persona undergoes radical changes.
nges.. Such an analysis is highly
called for, as the field of persona research is in diree nee
need
studies of persona
eed ooff longitudinal
l
use in real organizations [46], and the quantitative
measurement of persona perceptions
ve meas
provides a proper toolkit for researchers to condu
conduct longitudinal research.
Iterative improvement off perso
personas: The PPS can be used as a part of an iterative
process to improve persona desi
designs.
igns. This works as follows. We first deploy the PPS to map
potential issues with thee persona
(e.g., low credibility rating). Using the PPS,
persoona design
d
practitioners can gain
awareness
of the perceptual problems with the persona design (as
ain awa
re
they can be quantified)
uantiffied) and then, using qualitative inquiry, work towards solving them
(Table 17 provides
some ideas). To support iterative improvement, the PPS can be
ovi
administered on several occasions – for example, in an iterative design loop like this: use
the PPS to find out credibility is low o use qualitative interviews to find out why o make
changes to persona design o repeat the PPS and see if the credibility score has reached a
satisfactory level. Thought from this angle, “How to make high-quality personas?” is an
empirical question, or rather a design journey, for which the PPS provides an instrument.
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Table 17: Ideas for improving the perceptual dimensions of personas.
Improve…
Credibility

By…
x

ensuring personas are based on real user data [7]

x

triangulating data source such as quantitative and qualitative,
behavioral and interpretative [112]

Consistency

x

ensuring information elements in the persona match one another
[29]

Completeness

x

investigating the information needs of persona users [104]

Clarity

x

following conventions of persona information design for content
and layout [102]

Empathy

x

involving “depth” and personal details
etails ooff tthe persona [31]

Regarding the feasibility of deploying the PPS in tterms of answering fatigue, in our
study, the respondents spent an average of 13.4 mi
minutes
nutes to complete the survey (including
reviewing the two persona profiles). Thee PPS contains
28 items, which can be considered
con
as a reasonable number. Although pract
practitioners are busy in the field and for that reason a
minimal answering time is recommended,
the average time of completing the PPS survey
ecom
mme
can be judged to be reasonable,
sonable eespecially considering the major financial investment that
many organizationss ma
make when commissioning persona development projects.
Finally,
na y, we again
aga emphasize that the WTU is associated with the work task scenario
at hand. The PP
PPS was validated by testing a scenario of online content creation (i.e., a
YouTube video). When deployed in organizations, the administrators of the PPS should use
a task that represents a real or realistic work task scenario in their context.

5.4 Guidelines for scale deployment (researchers)
As examples of how the PPS could be deployed in research, we mention research questions
where the scale has either been deployed or is planned for deployment:
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x

How does increased persona transparency affect persona perceptions? (in review)

x

How does using a smiling vs. non-smiling picture in the persona profile affect
persona perceptions? [123,124]

x

How does the use of toxic quotes shape persona perceptions? (in review)

x

What is the relationship between persona perceptions and users’ relationship with
the persona over the long term? (planned for deployment)

x

ep
How does experience with the specific task affect perceptions,
such as the
ment))
willingness to use the persona? (planned for deployment).
tions to ssystematically test how (a)
Researchers can creatively develop similar questions

ntent/l
/layo as well as (b) persona user
various manipulations in the persona profile’s content/layout,
h th
characteristics (e.g., age, gender, similarity with
the per
persona) affect an individual’s
y ca
n ta
ke pla
perceptions of personas. This inquiry
can
take
place by combining experimental persona
n Ve
designs (i.e., changing a variable in
Version B, while keeping Version A constant). For
ch, we
w uuse a hate detection algorithm to remove toxic
example, in on-going research,
as autom
ma
comments from personas
automatically
created from social media data, and then examine
toxicc personas
pe
how toxic vs. non-toxic
are perceived by individuals.
Experimental
xp rimental results can be combined with qualitative methods, such as think-aloud
[126], to understand
both how and why individuals perceive the persona as they do (e.g.,
nders
uncovering their biased thinking). Qualitative data collection can take place simultaneously
with the use of personas, or after administering the PPS and analyzing its results. In the
latter case, the PPS results can shed light into what directions the qualitative inquiry should
proceed in a quest of gathering deep insights about persona perceptions.
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The PPS can also help uncover individual differences in their attitudes towards
personas. Consider this example scenario. Persona User 1, for whatever reason (perhaps
the information is not matching his stereotypical view of the customers), does not like
Persona A and is not willing to use this persona when making decisions. This is a case of
non-adoption; i.e., User 1 refuses to accept the persona.
In turn, Persona User 2 thinks the opposite; she likes the persona and is willing to
use it. Now, given that we have the PPS as an instrument, we can quantify both the
aggregated view (composite score) of the credibility, WTU, etc.,
c., of the
t persona throughout
the organization, and the variation of these perceptions by ind
individuals.
The variation in
divid
itself can be crucial for enhancing systematic adoption
ption
n of personas in organizations, a
longstanding issue in persona theory and practice
ce [[29,117].
29,1
Finally, we want to highlight thee possibility
possibili of partial use of the scale – depending
on the research questions, it may not alw
always be purposeful to deploy all constructs of the
PPS in a given study. Thus, researchers
reseearch can focus on a subset of them. As an example, this
was done in a study by Salminen
Salminen et al. [123] that selected four constructs from the PPS to
investigate how smiling
pictures affects user perceptions.
milin
ng in persona
p

5.5 Limitations
tion
ns and future research avenues
As any research, our analysis involves certain limitations. One limitation is that the
sampling of the study did not consist entirely of professionals with experience in using
personas in their work. While all the participants in the pilot study had a basic
understanding of personas, it was not specifically ensured that they use personas in their
jobs. It is possible that a respondent who has never encountered a persona would have
different general responses to personas as people who actually use them to make decisions.
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However, at the same time, many of the constructs included in the PPS, such as likability
and empathy, can be considered as universally applicable to individuals, as anyone can
perceive a persona as another person. From this aspect, it is possible that individuals’
perceptions of a persona are based on other reasons than their familiarity with personas,
such as personal history, racial stereotypes, gender stereotypes, etc. In fact, previous
persona research supports this proposition [57,84].
Therefore, our results are to be taken indicative of how individuals generally
perceive personas, rather than necessarily reflecting how end
users
d use
sers oof personas perceive
personas. It is uncertain if the perceptions of end users of pers
personas
rsonas and those of individuals
without experience in personas quantitatively differr fr
from
rom one another, although there is
evidence that a designer’s experience and skills inf
influence
fluen their perception (e.g., when
reading sketches [89]). Whether this applies
the reading and interpretation of personas is
pplies to th
an interesting question for future work tto address.
d
Another aspect that was not controlled in the study but that might affect the results
is task experience. For examp
example,
le, a complete novice in social media content creation could
approach the given tas
task
than a professional and might be differentially
sk ddifferently
ffe
influenced by
y the perso
ppersona. As stated, the participants’ experience with social media content
creation, and
specifically that of YouTube video creation, was not controlled. Rather, we
d sp
assumed a base level of experience in social media content creation, given that the
respondents were recruited from an online pool of participants that suggest a higher-thanaverage proficiency with online activities. Nevertheless, the fact of not controlling for
content creation experience is a deficiency in the current study; future work should take this
matter into consideration and measure the respondents’ task experience in addition to their
experience with personas.
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It can be stated that we investigated the “first-moment perception” of two persona
profiles. In HCI design contexts, personas are often used over a longer period and in a
collaborative way [46]. It is also possible that individual beliefs about personas change over
time. Interestingly, the PPS could be very useful in longitudinal studies to test if, when
quantifying persona perceptions at different points in time, persona users’ perceptions
toward a persona change. If so, this could be a key finding in addressing whether individual
users form cognitive relationships with personas, and under which circumstances. Extant
persona research has not demonstrated this is a rigorous way. Thus,
Th addressing this issue
exemplifies how the PPS can be used for gaining novel groun
ground
nd in persona research.
Moreover, note that only two personas were
used
re us
sed in the study; replication studies
with different persona designs (alternating information
maation content and layouts) could produce
deviating results. The major advantage
that
g is th
hat the PPS scale affords the testing of such
effects; for example, we could modify
the layout keeping persona information constant, and
odify th
explore if persona design choices
have an impact at a perceptual level. Using the PPS to
oicees ha
investigate the dynamics
between
cs betw
ween persona information content and its presentation thus
provides interesting
research
g re
esea ch avenues. Nonetheless, not that the persona template tested
here corresponds
nds w
with the conventional information and layout of a persona that includes a
profile-like pres
presentation with name, picture, text description, and miscellaneous other
information [102].
Regarding the technical aspects of the scale validation, acceptable threshold values
are rarely set in stone. Indeed, other equally valid references indicate other cut-off points.
Some of the items exhibited cross-loadings that could have justified their removal.
However, this matter is somewhat judgmental, as different sources recommend different
threshold values. For example, Hair et al. [54] indicate that only loadings of 0.50 and above
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are considered practically significant. Furthermore, if the crossloadings were truly
problematic, the issue would have manifested itself at the CFA stage during the
Modification Indices evaluation – where it would manifest as a MI with massive gains
through cross-loading – however, this did not occur.
As for the fit indices obtained in our study, it is possible to find cut-off points in the
literature that are at the very highest of thresholds. Although these are seen on occasion in
practice, they are quite difficult to reach with larger models due to their complexity.
Notably, most authors indicate gradients of fit quality. For example,
xamp
mple, Marôco [83] suggests
that CFI becomes minimally acceptable after 0.8, good at 0.9
0.90.95,
90 9 and very good past that
point. Likewise, the same author considers RMSEA
have a good fit at 0.050.10. Other
A too hav
authors consider 0.08 as a potential cut-off value
[22].
a e [2
2]. Thus, there is no clear consensus on
the optimal cut-off point. Overall, we ar
aree cconfident
onfide that the psychometric properties of the
scale that we obtained are adequatee for deployment of the scale on the field.
An equally importantt consideration
is that the structure of the scale was modified in
con
nside
a post-hoc manner during
stage. The implication of this is that the Confirmatory
ng the CFA
CF
C
Factor Analysis ceased
ased
d to be entirely confirmatory at this point. Thus, although our data
presents sub
substantial
tantial evidence on the psychometric properties of the scale, the model needs
to be testedd exactly
as it is against a fully independent sample, in order to obtain a truly
exa
confirmatory analysis.
Regarding future research, it would be imperative to test models that use the other
perceptual constructs to predict WTU, as this construct is conceptually the closest to
adoption and use of personas, both identified as major challenges in the field [29,87,117].
In other words, what explains the willingness to use a persona? Second, we propose
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investigating the relationships between the perceptual constructs and the actual use of
personas within organizations and teams. This effort would help us understand what type of
perceptions best influence the use of personas in professional empirical settings.
For these efforts, it is imperative that the relationships of the PPS constructs are
further examined. For example, likability and similarity are very relevant constructs
because of their potential mediating/moderating effects in relation to the other constructs.
For example, decision makers could potentially be more willing to learn more about
personas they perceive as more likable or more similar to themselves
mse
selve (identification effect
[60]). It is these kinds of effects that we want to further explor
explore
using the PPS in future
ore us
research, to better understand the relationships between
persona perceptions and
ween
en ddifferent
ff
how they, in aggregate, influence the organizational
adoption and use of personas.
onaal ado
Finally, discovering other constructs
ucts from social psychology and HCI represents
itself as a potentially fruitful endeavor.
avor For example, perceptions have been measured in a
large array of research on virtual
agents [56], human-robot interaction [82,131], and chatbot
rtuaal ag
interfaces [9,52]. These studie
studies
are phenomenologically similar to persona research because
es ar
the research in thesee dom
ddomains
in intends to capture user interaction with artificial, human-like
entities. Thosee entit
entities
ities are similar to personas in the perceptual sense, i.e., in that their users
attribute human
man qualities to them. For example, regardless whether the user is a consumer
using a chatbot or a designer using a persona, attitudes like empathy can matter for making
use of that entity. To this end, interesting constructs for further exploration could include
curiosity (interest), attractiveness, and personality traits. This research, although performing
an extensive literature review, was limited in its ability to consider all possible constructs
available in the field of social psychology and HCI.
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6 Conclusion
We present and conduct an exploratory validation of a survey instrument for measuring
individuals’ perceptions of personas, addressing the widely acknowledged need for persona
evaluation methods. Our PPS instrument is based on an extensive literature survey, tested
for validity and reliability, and readily deployable by researchers and practitioners,
including persona creators. Overall, this research represents a step toward the quantitative
evaluation of personas. Earlier research has established that persona
perceptions, such as
rs
credibility and consistency, are critical for the adoption and use off personas.
Therefore, the
pe
existence of a standard instrument to measure the perception
ption ooff personas has value to the
persona research and to those who employ personas
nas in ttheir
he work.
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